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·

Kommunalkredit Austria AG’s (KA) ratings — apart from its Individual Rating —
are based on its 99.78% ownership by the Republic of Austria and KA’s
importance for public‐sector financing in Austria. KA’s Individual Rating reflects
its lack of track record following a fundamental change to its business model.

·

KA, established in late 2009, is one of the two legal successors of the former
Kommunalkredit (KA Old), which was nationalised in late 2008 after severe
funding and liquidity difficulties. It holds KA Old’s core operating assets and
focuses on advisory‐intensive and fee‐generative municipal and infrastructure
financing, largely in Austria but also in Germany and selected eastern European
markets. KA Old’s non‐core assets, credit protection sold and credit exposure
outside KA’s core markets are held by KA Finanz AG (see Related Research).

·

Based on about EUR1bn new business volume per year, improved and risk‐
adjusted asset margins and low assumed funding costs, KA’s management
expects the bank to be marginally profitable for 2009. By end‐2013, KA expects
a return on equity of around 12%, underpinned by wider asset margins, stable
operating expenses and well‐contained credit costs. Fitch Ratings views this
performance target as ambitious due to the required asset margin widening and
assumed low funding costs.

·

At end‐H109 (pro forma accounts) 33% of KA’s EUR16.8bn credit exposure
(around two‐thirds of which was loans) related to Austrian municipalities, 26%
to banks (including exposure to KA Finanz AG), 9% to corporates, 23% to foreign
municipalities and 9% to public‐sector entities. High concentration risk is
mitigated by the good credit quality of exposures (average rating: ‘AA‐‘).

·

Most of KA Old’s long‐term funding has been allocated to KA, which — together
with efforts to build up an institutional deposit base — limits redemptions and
contains funding costs in the short to medium term. New business will be
funded by a mix of covered and senior unsecured bonds and to a lesser extent
commercial paper. Management aims to maintain a core Tier 1 ratio above 10%,
which Fitch considers acceptable, although KA’s capital ratios have to be
viewed in the context of low risk weightings for public‐sector lending.
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Financial Data
Kommunalkredit Austria AG
30 Jun 09a
Total assets (USDm)
Total assets (EURm)
Total IFRS equity (EURm)
Total local GAAP equity (EURm)
Pre‐tax profit end‐2009 (EURm)
Net income end‐2009 (EURm)
Operating ROAE end‐2009 (%)
IFRS equity/assets end‐2009 (%)
Tier 1 ratio end‐2009 (%)
Total capital ratio end‐2009 (%)
a
b

24,446.8
17,296.1
349.3
483.7
10.9b
8.2b
2.70b
2.02b
13.02b
16.12b

Unaudited pro forma financials
Forecast
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Due to KA’s ownership and its importance for domestic municipal financing and
capital markets (eg as a significant covered bonds issuer), Fitch considers there
to be an extremely high propensity of support from the public authorities.

KA’s Long‐Term IDR is on its Support Rating Floor and has a Stable Outlook,
reflecting Fitch’s expectation that KA is very unlikely to be privatised before
2012. In the medium term, any change in Outlook or Watch on KA’s Long‐Term
IDR will largely depend on the creditworthiness of any potential acquirer.

Profile
Unlike KA Old, which focused on Europe‐wide volume‐driven public sector financing,
KA’s advisory‐intensive municipal and infrastructure financing activities will be
centred on Austria (around 70% of total business volumes). KA is also a trustee of
state development funds and a consultant on development projects.
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